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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The current Somali government has been in power for more than six years but continues
to face challenges in carrying out its core functions. Capacity remains low, and ties
between the executive and legislative branches are weak, affecting the government’s ability
to develop a legal framework, deliver services to citizens, collect revenue, and provide
security. Despite the ongoing challenges, progress is being made.
The 2017 parliamentary election offered Somalia new governance opportunities. A new
Upper House was formed to represent federal states. Nearly half of the members of the
Federal Parliament of Somalia (FPS) were first-time elected officials. Women’s
representation approached the national goal of 30 percent — the 2017 presidential
election saw women’s representation increase from 12 percent to 24 percent in the
House of the People, and women now make up 22 percent of the new Upper House.
These developments brought a sense of change.
However, significant barriers remained. Parliament is a resource-poor institution, and the
actual parliament building is a badly damaged structure. The House of the People did not
have committee offices for members and staff. There were no institutional resources to
facilitate issue research and analysis. Parliamentary hearings were rare. When they
occurred before 2017, they were unsustainably expensive events funded by international
implementers. Members of parliament received information through limited, informal
mechanisms.
To support the development of more effective and
USAID/SSG OBJECTIVE 1
accountable Somali government institutions, USAID
SUB-OBJECTIVES
launched the Strengthening Somali Governance (SSG)
1. Improve the legislative functions
project in 2014. Initially slated as a three-year project
of Somalia’s deliberative bodies
working under three objectives, SSG was modified
2. Improve the representational
functions of Somalia’s deliberative
during the third quarter of Year 3, when USAID
bodies
issued an RFP and subsequent contract modification
3. Improve the oversight functions of
that provided a one-year extension for project
Somalia’s deliberative bodies
activities under Objective 1: Improved legislative,
oversight, and representational functions of Somalia’s deliberative bodies. On July 31,
2017, SSG concluded its work with civil society organizations (CSOs) and ministries, and
focused its support solely on FPS and the Somaliland Public Accounts Committee (PAC).
Although work under Objectives 2 and 3 ceased in the project’s extension year, SSG’s
relationships with CSOs and ministry officials proved useful in the project’s fourth year.
The three sub-objectives under Objective 1 (see box above) are consistent with USAID’s
efforts to help create strong institutions of democratized governance in Somalia, and they
support intermediate result (IR) 1.2.1, Legislative process and representational functions
improved in deliberative bodies, of USAID’s Strategic Framework for Somalia: 2016–2019.
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The Key Narrative Achievements in Section I of this report are represented by IR 1.2.1,
which is detailed in Exhibit 1.
EXHIBIT 1. SSG RESULTS FRAMEWORK

BRIEF IMPLEMENTATION CONTEXT

SSG’s extension year saw heightened tension among the Somali government: There was
friction between Federal Member States (FMS) and the Federal Government of Somalia
(FGS); between the FGS and the parliament; and within parliament itself, between the
Upper House and the House of the People. The source of the tension was Saudi-Qatar
relations — also known as the Gulf Crisis — which began June 5, 2017, when Saudi Arabia
and other countries cut diplomatic relations with Qatar. Additional tension came from
the continued debate over the constitution and election laws, with players seeking to
protect or assert power.
On March 14, 2018, a group of members of parliament from the House of the People
submitted a motion of no confidence against the speaker, Hon. Mohamed Sheikh Osman
Jawari, leading to a monthlong political stalemate. The stalemate was broken April 9, with
an announcement of Speaker Jawari’s resignation; three days later, he officially resigned in
the House plenary session. On April 30, Hon. Mohamed Mursal Sheikh Abdirahman was
elected as the new speaker of the House of the People, and he was inaugurated May 10.
TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS AND RESULTS

For its extension year, SSG worked with a range of committees — including target
committees (see Exhibit 2, next page) — in both chambers of FPS to improve the reach
of government; systematize opportunities for representation and inclusion of citizen
interests in the political process; increase the legitimacy of representative bodies; and
support women’s empowerment and leadership. Below is a list of key achievements of
SSG.
Legislative functions of Somalia’s deliberative bodies improved.
• Assisted committees in developing committee-specific work plans
• Provided legislative drafting and analysis support to seven federal bills, one of which
was approved into law
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•
•

•

Developed web pages for both chambers and trained eight staff to manage and
update content on the website1
Furnished and stocked a research office and nascent legislative library in the Upper
House with 32 legislative books, 50 copies of Somali statutes dating from 1950–1989,
and an e-library of nearly 1,000 e-books and reports, in addition to registering
parliament with the International Network for the Availability of Scientific
Publications (INASP), which has access to hundreds of online documents
Facilitated a parliamentary fellows program in which 10 young professionals
supported committees in the Upper House with research and operations

Representational functions of Somalia’s deliberative bodies improved.
• Supported the execution of seven public hearings in parliament, six of which centered
on federal bills. Specifically, the hearings focused on
— Health Professional Regulation Bill
— Fiscal year (FY) 2018 federal budget
— Rights of persons with disabilities
— Water Resources Bill
— Public Financial Management (PFM) Bill
— Anti-Corruption Commission Establishment Bill
— Gender Inclusivity in the Health, Education, and Civil Service Bills
Oversight functions of Somalia’s deliberative bodies improved.
• Supported four FPS committees in conducting six oversight actions
• Supported the House of the People Budget and Finance Committee in analyzing the
FY2018 budget, including holding a public hearing on the budget, which was later
passed into law
• Assisted the House of the People and Upper House Budget and Finance Committees
in analyzing the PFM Bill, including supporting a workshop in Nairobi and a public
hearing on the legislation
EXHIBIT 2. TARGET COMMITTEES
UPPER HOUSE
Budget and Finance Committee
Social Services Committee
Human Rights Committee
Interior Committee
Foreign Affairs Committee
Natural Resources Committee

HOUSE OF THE PEOPLE
Budget and Finance Committee
Social Services Committee
Human Rights Committee

LESSONS LEARNED: CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although SSG accomplished key results during the project’s extension year, the context
and operating environment of implementing SSG continued to provide challenges that the
project consistently navigated.

1

http://www.parliament.gov.so/
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•

•
•
•
•

Safety and security. Throughout the project’s extension year, government buildings
where staff, government counterparts, and personnel worked were targeted by the
militant group al-Shabab. Additionally, extra security measures like road closures often
made travel to training sites challenging.
Political instability. Leadership changes often led to modification of or a complete
departure from the work plans and capacity building programming that previous
leaders had set. This also affected institutional memory in government institutions.
Lower-than-expected capacity. The capacity of parliamentary committees remains low,
due, in part, to lack of funds and resources.
Shifting political priorities of government partners. Multiple donor-funded activities also
seek the time and attention of members of parliament, government officials, and
parliamentary staff.
A new Upper House. With a new chamber and imprecise roles and responsibilities
defined in the provisional constitution, agreement on the powers of each house is still
open to debate.

These recommendations for future activities are based on lessons learned implementing
Objective 1 activities over the past four years:
•
•
•
•

Focus on supporting Somali nationals and institutions to provide long-term
sustainability, and use international expertise strategically.
Build on the training provided under SSG and continue to develop longer-term
capacity efforts.
Diversify activities and focus on areas that fall outside the fluid political realm to
achieve key results.
Pair in-kind support with training to assist institutions with essential equipment they
need to carry out their daily functions.
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SECTION I

KEY TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS
KEY NARRATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS BY SUB-INTERMEDIATE RESULT

The legislature’s ability to carry out its lawmaking, oversight, and representational
functions is critical to increasing citizens’ confidence in government. The creation of an
Upper House and the election of a legislature in which 49 percent of members of
parliament are first-time representatives offered opportunities for practical, sustained
training and capacity building that enabled members, committees, and staff to understand
and fulfill their day-to-day functions.
LEGISLATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOMALIA’S DELIBERATIVE BODIES IMPROVED

SSG provided members of parliament and committee staff with on-the-job training and
tools to carry out their essential legislative functions. These interventions took place in
the context of actual issues they face: reviewing, revising, and commenting on pending
bills; participating in meetings and consultations with government bodies on oversight of
government decisions and actions; and engaging CSOs, constituents, and media on current
or planned parliamentary oversight, activities, and legislation.
Members of Parliament and Staff Understand Legislative Processes

Committee orientation and planning. Because of turnover, clan-based committee leadership
allocation formulas, and the new chamber, many committee chairs were first-time chairs
and first-time members of parliament. SSG facilitated a process in which committee
leaders discussed their legislative and oversight goals; it also established a basic schedule
of activities for orientation. SSG helped 11 committees (see Exhibit 3) develop work plans.
Concurrently, SSG organized seven committee orientation workshops that covered the
committee system, committee meetings, legislative functions, oversight, and committee
coordination with the government. SSG held its final orientation session with 11 staff
members of the House of the People September 11, 2018, to coordinate with the opening
of the new session of parliament September 10.
EXHIBIT 3. COMMITTEES THAT DEVELOPED WORK PLANS
UPPER HOUSE
Budget and Finance Committee
Foreign Affairs Committee
Human Rights and Justice Committee
Interior Committee
Natural Resources Committee
Rules of Procedure Committee
Social Development Committee

HOUSE OF THE PEOPLE
Budget and Finance Committee
Human Rights Committee
Interior Committee
Social Development Committee

Parliamentary manuals. During the project’s extension year, SSG combined its how-to
manuals that were developed in the project’s third year to create a single comprehensive
parliamentary manual. The manual, which includes sections on parliamentary powers,
rules of procedure, roles of committees, public hearings, oversight, and legislative analysis,
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applies standard parliamentary principles to the framework of the FGS provisional
constitution and the Parliament Rules of Procedures.
Along with detailed descriptions of these topics, the manual also contains templates for
planning, logistics, and reporting on public hearings. In September 2018, 600 copies of the
manuals were printed and delivered to members of both houses.
Parliament Committee Processes Strengthened

Legislative drafting, amending, and analysis. Throughout the year, SSG adjusted its approach to
parliament members’ orientation to a learn-by-doing methodology. SSG supported analysis of
several bills under consideration in parliament (see box). Legislative support included assisting
with drafting and amending legislation; providing background research by local and
international experts; training and mentoring staff to build capacity in research and preparing
bill summaries; and supporting public consultations on the bills with key stakeholders. Exhibit
4 below shows federal bills supported by SSG during the project’s extension year.
Parliament research office and legislative library.
KEY RESULTS: BILL SUPPORT
Leading into the project’s extension year, there
• Seven bills in the federal Parliament
was only rudimentary access to policy resources.
received technical support in research,
To support the parliament in becoming a betterreview, and analysis.
functioning legislative body, SSG took advantage of
• Eight bills received technical support in
the Upper House’s location in a new, modern
consultations through public hearings.
•
One bill out of seven supported was
building, to set the foundation for a research
approved by the FPS.
center for members and staff of both chambers
and for future parliament partners to build on. SSG
provided furniture and eight computer work stations to furnish the nascent research
office so it could be a hub for parliament staff to access globally policy resources, and to
represent a bridge between the two chambers.
EXHIBIT 4. SAMPLE OF BILLS SUPPORTED BY SSG IN FY2018
FEDERAL BILLS

STATUS*

FY2018 Budget

Approved into law

National Health Professional Regulation Bill

Pending: House of the
People

Water Resources Bill

Pending: Upper House

Anti-Corruption Bill

Pending: Upper House

Education Bill
PFM Bill
Media Bill
Audit Bill

Pending: House of the
People
Pending: House of the
People
Pending: House of the
People
Pending: House of the
People

SSG SUPPORT
Review, analysis,
amendment, public hearing,
report to the plenary
Review, analysis, public
hearing
Review, analysis, public
hearing
Review, analysis, public
hearing
Review, analysis
Review, analysis, public
hearing
Review, analysis
Review, analysis

*Status as of September 21, 2018
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To provide access to legislative materials, SSG registered the FPS with the international
development charity INASP, whose mission is to provide universities and national
legislatures with access to web-based information. The service makes hundreds of policy
and legal journals available to staff and
members of parliament at no cost. SSG
“Before, I thought a law could be made
also provided other library and data
easily, but now I understand the stages
materials, including 50 copies of Somali
of making a law, that it is difficult, yet I
statutes, dating from 1950–1989, as well
better understand the way to
as a collection of 32 books — developed
communicate with persons who can help
in consultation with the International
us. Now, I can be a better advocate.”
Federation of Library Associations
— ABDULLAHI HASSAN HUSSEIN,
Parliament Working Group — on politics,
SECRETARY, SOMALI NATIONAL
parliamentary procedures and practice,
DISABILITY COUNCIL
international law, parliaments, human
AND
SSG
PARLIAMENTARY
FELLOW
rights law, parliamentary oversight, and
interparliamentary cooperation.
Parliamentary fellows program. In Year 4, SSG initiated a parliamentary fellows program,
designating 10 young professionals — including five women and one person with
disabilities — to support committees in basic policy research, analysis, and logistical
planning. The program gave the fellows the opportunity to learn about their government
and to gain firsthand experience in the public policy development process. SSG trained
the fellows on the rules of procedure, committee operations, the legislative and budget
processes, oversight, public hearings,
research and analysis, and drafting bill
summaries. They were deployed to the
Upper House to fill staffing gaps and
received formal committee assignments.
Throughout the year, the fellows assisted
their committees by preparing background
research and bill summaries, assisting with
plenary sessions, and organizing public
hearings. They also supported the Upper
House operations director and the finance
Abdullahi Hassan Hussein, secretary of the
office with human resource policies.
Somali National Disability Council and SSG
Exhibit 5 (next page) lists specific work the
parliamentary fellow, works at the Upper
House to support committees on research,
fellows have been engaged in.
analysis, and planning. PHOTO: USAID/SSG

After the project’s close, the Upper House
hired the SSG fellows to continue their work with their assigned committees. Because
they recognized the importance of the fellows to their committees’ work, the
chairpersons lobbied the standing committee, which approved funding to pay the fellows
for the remainder of 2018 and into 2019. Nine of the 10 SSG fellows remained with the
Upper House; one received a scholarship to pursue a master’s degree in Turkey.
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EXHIBIT 5. PROJECTS AND BILLS
SUPPORTED BY FELLOWS

Support to Upper House Women’s
Caucus. In addition to supporting
committees in the FPS to improve
functionality, SSG supported the
Upper House Women’s Caucus to
further its agenda during the
extension year. Caucus leadership
had received complaints about
discriminatory treatment of women
in the armed forces, so it discussed
with SSG the review of existing laws regarding security institutions and proposing legislation
to support equal treatment for women in the security sector. SSG then supported the caucus
in surveying women in the security sector regarding the issues they faced. In July 2018, 15
women from the Somali National Army, police, and NISA were interviewed. A draft report
was developed to inform the women’s caucus’ future efforts on this issue. SSG also created
a web page2 for the Upper House Women’s Caucus within the FPS website (see picture
below). The site highlights women in parliament and the caucus’s initiatives.
Water Bill
Media Bill
Health Professional Regulation Bill
Anti-Corruption Bill
Education Bill
PFM Bill
Prepared bill summary for the Anti-Female Genital Mutilation Bill
Prepared bill summary for the Anti-Sexual Offenses Bill
Compilation of Somali Participation in International Treaties
Background research paper on water regulation in three countries

Clarifying Upper House Rules of Procedure. Because the Upper House was a nascent
representative body, SSG supported it in clarifying its rules of procedures. SSG observed that
committees lacked deadlines to complete their work, committee responsibilities seemed not
to be held at the same level as plenary work, and attendance issues stifled committee chairs
because of real and perceived quorum barriers. SSG worked with the committee on a package
of draft rule changes for final consideration. Proposed changes included setting deadlines for
committee work, elevating the importance of committees, encouraging public hearings, and
promoting attendance for plenary and committee sessions. The draft rules also clarified that
a quorum was required only for final committee action: Committees could hold hearings, and
subcommittees could make full committee recommendations without a quorum. On April
21, 2018, the committee voted favorably on a set of proposed rule changes.

2

http://swpc.parliament.gov.so/
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REPRESENTATIONAL FUNCTIONS OF SOMALIA’S DELIBERATIVE BODIES
IMPROVED

Strengthening the capacity of citizens to
KEY RESULTS: REPRESENTATION
understand and engage with government will
• Five committees and one caucus held
support the formation of a government and
seven public hearings on eight bills
embolden Somali ownership in the development
before Parliament in the project’s
of their country (see box). In the project’s
extension year in FY2018.
extension year, SSG sought to link policy
development with civil society engagement by encouraging and supporting public hearings
and other consultative forums. By building on relationships formed in the project’s first
three years, SSG strengthened civil society and media engagement in policymaking.
Parliament Public Outreach Improved

SSG provided technical and logistical support to committees — including an SSGdeveloped public hearing manual — to coordinate public hearings on key legislation
throughout the year. During FY2018, SSG supported five committees and one caucus in
conducting seven successful public hearings on eight bills that were before parliament.
The hearings represented the culmination of several support activities intended to build
the understanding of the value of public hearings, hearing planning, bill analysis, and
effective civil society engagement.
Health Professional Regulation Bill. On October 24, 2017, SSG supported the House of the
People Social Service Development Committee in its first public hearing to examine the
National Health Professional Bill. The bill aims, in part, to establish a National Health
Professional Council. Sixty-two people (45 male, 17 female) — including committee
members, parliament staff, government line ministries (health, education, and justice),
health professionals, lawyers, and CSOs — participated. The event was covered by the
Somali National Television and can be viewed on YouTube.3 It also was broadcast on four
local radio stations.
Advocating for rights of persons with disabilities. On February 28, 2018, SSG supported the
Human Rights Committee in a public hearing on issues facing persons with disabilities in
Somalia. Forty-four people (32 male, 12 female) — including members of the committee,
human rights advocates, members of civil society organizations, and parliament staff —
attended. Representatives of organizations supporting persons with disabilities provided
testimony on the need for a legal framework that protects the rights of persons with
disabilities and that represents a national platform addressing their needs in society. The
objective was to discuss the needs of persons with disabilities so their feedback and
recommendations could be incorporated into potential legislation. Local media outlets,
including Somali National Television, aired the event.
Water Resources Bill. In April 2018, SSG worked with the Upper House Natural Resources
Committee to hold a public hearing on the Water Resources Bill under consideration.
SSG fellows prepared research comparing three countries’ approaches to federal water
3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvyNhUhsckY
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Members of the Upper House Natural
Resources Committee hear testimony on the
Water Resources Bill in the chamber’s firstever public hearing. SSG supported the
planning with its public hearing manual.

regulation. SSG worked with the
committee to identify more than 50 local
water experts and key stakeholders to
invite to the hearing. Ten representatives
from five FMS — two per state —
attended, bolstering the Upper House’s
role as the representative body for the
states. The hearing was held May 3, 2018,
with 85 people (62 male, 23 female) in
attendance. The hearing was broadcast live,
uploaded to YouTube,4 and covered by
most major media outlets.

The hearing on the Water Resources Bill
was the Upper House’s first public hearing.
The chamber sought to use the hearing to
set the standard for future public consultation. With this in mind, SSG provided its hearing
manual and discussed its approach to hearings with the chamber’s legal director. SSG also
provided the Upper House with audio/visual and IT equipment to livestream public
hearings and other events.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

Anti-Corruption
Commission
Establishment Bill. On June 30,
2018, SSG provided technical
and logistical support to the
Upper House Human Rights
Committee for a public hearing
on proposed anti-corruption
legislation. The aim was to
discuss the formation of the
Independent Anti-Corruption
Commission and to solicit
feedback and suggestions from Members of the Upper House Human Rights Committee
the public. In all, 96 (68 male, 28 hear testimony on the Anti-Corruption Commission
Establishment Bill and discuss the formation of the
female)
people
attended. Independent Anti-Corruption Commission. PHOTO: USAID/SSG
Attending representatives from
federal government institutions included the Ministry of Justice, High Court, Office of the
Attorney General, Office of the Solicitor General, and Office of the Auditor General.
Representatives from the FMS of Somalia included CSOs, lawyers, persons with disabilities,
legal experts, and organizations working on good governance and accountability. Members
of parliament and Upper House staff also attended. Participants presented testimony on the
powers of the committee and reflected on the bill’s alignment with previous Somali laws,

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgsBPcrFuPs&feature=youtu.be
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such as the Somali Penal Code. The event was broadcast live on Somali cable television and
live-streamed on social media, including YouTube.5
Gender inclusivity in legislation. On August 29, 2018, the House of the People Women’s
Caucus, with technical and logistics support from SSG, hosted the first public hearing on
gender inclusive legislation. The hearing focused on the Education, Health, and Civil
Service bills, specifically their gender-specific components and how they could become
more inclusive. Thirty-eight people (22 male, 16 female) — including members of
parliament, representatives from CSOs, gender equality activists, lawyers, and subject
matter experts — attended the hearing and offered their testimonies.
Participants in the hearing emphasized that gender inclusivity in these three bills was
critical to ensuring that the needs of all Somali citizens were considered and reflected in
legislation. It was agreed that more gender-inclusive language needed to be incorporated
into these bills before final votes from parliament. The hearing was aired live on Somali
National Television (SNTV) and live-streamed on social media.6
Parliament Communications Improved

Parliament website development. Coordinating parliamentary departments and sharing
information with members and citizens is essential for parliament to be effective. Using
parliament’s website as an information hub fulfills this purpose. Throughout the year, SSG
maintained and updated the federal parliament’s bill tracker — developed in the project’s
third year — so members of parliament and citizens could follow progress of federal
legislation (see picture, next page). The goal is for the FPS to own and manage the site’s
bill tracking and content development. To this end, SSG trained the trainers, showing
information, communications, and technology (ICT) staff from both chambers how to
train other staff to maintain the website without SSG support. The training was held in
conjunction with website development and included training on management tools, such
as MySQL, PHP, and Joomla.
SSG integrated the FPS’s two chambers’ websites into one, with separate pages for the
House of the People7 and the Upper House.8 Finally, SSG redesigned the legislator
database, including all members’ of Parliament biographies in English and Somali.
SSG also provided extensive technical support to create a secure email system so
members of parliament could keep their personal email addresses private. Parliament
reports that roughly 40 percent of members are using the new email addresses, with a
goal of 100 percent utilization.

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-TylZrIxBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89ZbQCbu1hk
7
http://gsh.parliament.gov.so/
8
http://as.parliament.gov.so/
6
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OVERSIGHT FUNCTIONS OF SOMALIA’S DELIBERATIVE BODIES IMPROVED

A key focus in SSG’s support to Somalia’s deliberative bodies was to set indicators of
good governance, oversight, and parliament’s monitoring of the executive.
Parliament Oversight Processes Strengthened

Committee oversight actions. SSG supported parliament’s
monitoring of three areas: budget oversight,
implementation of legislation, and implementation of the
National Development Plan (see box, next page).

KEY RESULTS:
OVERSIGHT ACTIONS
• Four FPS committees
conducted oversight actions in
FY2018.
• Six oversight actions
supported in FY2018.

Support to nascent Upper House oversight efforts. In late
2017, in the absence of active legislation, several Upper
House committees met with ministry officials to better understand government priorities
and to review work plans, ministry goals, budgets, and staffing. SSG worked with the
committees to understand the oversight role of parliamentarians, the legal framework
prescribed in the Constitution and Rules of Procedure, and sources of introductory
information such as the budget and the National Development Plan. SSG also advised on
effective oversight questions for government officials and assisted committees with
oversight reporting. As a result, several Upper House committees — including the Natural
Resources, Social, Foreign Affairs, Human Rights, and Interior — have moved forward
with oversight reporting. In one case, the Upper House Human Rights Committee leaders
conducted a site visit to the female section of a Mogadishu jail to examine the conditions
of women prisoners.
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Upper House Natural Resource Committee oversight. The Upper House Natural Resources,
Economic Infrastructure, and Transport Committee is typical in that with fewer members,
it has broad jurisdiction. In late 2017, the committee reviewed the ministry operations
within its jurisdiction. It developed a standard set of questions with topics including
ministry work plans, review of laws (current and in draft), international and local
agreements with partners, ministry staff and assets, and ministry coordination and
collaboration with sub-entities (agencies) under their respective portfolios. Various
ministers testified before the committee. The committee used the information to develop
its work plan.
Upper House Social Committee oversight. With SSG support, the Upper House Social
Committee prepared a series of questions for the Minister of Information. The committee
reviewed the ministry work plan and goals, relevant laws, staffing, and coordination
arrangements with federal member states. After an official invitation November 14, 2017,
the Minister of Information met formally with members of parliament on the Committee
to respond to their concerns. The committee discussions were uploaded on YouTube9
for public viewing.
Budget and Finance Committee oversight. SSG worked with the Upper House Budget and
Finance Committee to prepare oversight investigation techniques and conduct research
to question the Minister of Commerce. The committee later met with the minister to
inquire about implementation of the Foreign Investment Law.
Similarly, SSG supported the House of the People Budget and Finance Committee in
preparing questions and research for oversight meetings with the Minister of Planning,
Investment and Economic Development, and the Minister of Finance. Of the first, they
inquired about the National Development Plan, the ministry’s work plan, the NGO Bill,
development projects, and the statistics policy. Of finance, they asked about the ministry’s
budget performance (including the 2018 budget), increasing revenue, tax laws, grants from
the FGS, and implementation of the staff-monitoring program based on requirements
from International Monetary Fund. The committee also asked about budget performance
and planned implementation of the PFM Bill and the Audit Bill once legislation passes,
including whether the ministry had appropriate systems in place to comply with the laws.
Somaliland PAC. As part of its planned activities and in continuation of the project’s work
in its first three years, SSG engaged the Somaliland PAC during the extension year to offer
support for the close-of-accounts process and budget hearing, similar to the support
provided to other hearings. Due to a lack of interest from the PAC, however, the activities
did not come to fruition.
Parliament Budget Processes Strengthened

As Somalia develops its capacity to build a prosperous nation, it will need to develop a
viable and accountable budget process. A central tenant to an accountable budget process
is developing a system that incorporates community-based interests into budget planning.
9

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0txAVZGejN8
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Despite limited revenue generation, the government has a responsibility to develop
budgets and a budget-planning process that can account for service-delivery priorities
throughout the country.
Close-of-accounts analysis. A key
part of ensuring government
financial accountability involves
analyzing budget and actual
expenditures. SSG supported
the House of the People
Budget and Finance Committee
to build technical capacity in
analyzing close of accounts,
beginning with FY2015 and
Members of the House of the People Budget and Finance
FY2016.
Committee
staff
Committee hear testimony on the FY2018 budget during a
developed
an
analysis
report
public hearing. A key goal was for SSG to increase budget
committee engagement. PHOTO: USAID/SSG
for these years that explored
deviations between actual and
budgeted expenditures, as well as shifts between ministry accounts. The committee then
developed clarifying questions for the Ministry of Finance. In response to the written
questions, the minister met with the committee in executive session November 5, 2017.
Through this exercise, members of parliament gained a deeper understanding of their
budget oversight role and began to assert their oversight authority.
FY2018 federal budget. Another key goal was for SSG to increase budget committee
engagement related to budget formulation and oversight. On July 24, 2017, the House of
the People Budget and Finance Committee held its first post-transition public hearing on
the FY2017 federal budget. Building on its progress in supporting the FY2017 budget, SSG
worked with finance staff from both chambers to create a 2018 budget analysis report by
reviewing revenue projections and spending trends by sector. This report would inform
the review and amendment of the budget within the plenary. To prepare for budget
deliberations, SSG supported the House of the People Budget and Finance Committee’s
public hearing on the FY2018 budget December 2, 2017; 105 individuals (80 male, 25
female) from government, civil society, and the private sector attended. The full event can
be viewed on YouTube.10 The FY2018 federal budget was passed December 31, 2017.
Just two years ago, the very mention of making the federal budget available to the public
was seen as too risky. For example, government officials did not participate in the FY2017
budget hearing. However, budget transparency has since become more accepted and
demanded, and government officials participated fully in the FY2018 hearing. Hon. Ali Abdi
Osman, chair of the House of the People Budget and Finance Committee, expressed
appreciation for increased transparency and improved public understanding, calling the
budget hearing process “a new tradition.” A video documenting the success and lasting
impact of the public hearing was produced by the SSG project.
10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFaGbgJ9uno&feature=youtu.be
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Public Financial Management Bill.
The proposed federal PFM bill
— which would assign budget
responsibility and authority to
the president, parliament, and
key government offices — was
a crucial piece of reform
legislation that SSG continued
to support. SSG worked with
finance leadership from both
PFM expert Mr. Mohamed Hassan Bare expresses his
chambers to keep focus on the
support for financial reform legislation during the public
hearing on the PFM Bill. SSG organized a workshop in
audit and PFM bills. SSG also
Nairobi for members to review the bill with the assistance of
organized a PFM workshop in
USAID and international experts. PHOTO: USAID/SSG
Nairobi for 17 members of
parliament from both committees in February 2018, where they reviewed details of the
PFM Bill with the assistance of USAID and international PFM experts.
Building on the momentum of Nairobi’s PFM workshop, SSG engaged the House of the
People Budget and Finance Committee in ongoing PFM Bill review and other related bills.
On May 31, 2018, this work culminated in a public hearing on the bill. Federal government
officials — including the auditor general and minister of finance — members of the business
community, PFM and legal experts, staff from research institutions, university students,
CSOs, and lawyers attended, totaling 117 (87 male, 30 female). The hearing was aired live
on Somalia National Television, live-streamed on social media, and uploaded to YouTube.11
Audit Bill. SSG worked with the budget and
finance committees from both chambers to
review the World Bank–sponsored draft Audit
Bill, key legislation for Somali PFM reform. The
auditor general’s current authority lies under
the 1972 Audit Law; this new iteration would
further define the auditor general’s authority in
alignment with international standards and
modern best practices.

“… Over the coming years,
Somalia will make incremental
improvements to the public
financial system ... which will
impact the national budget process
to the benefit of the Somali
people.”
— ALI ABDI OSMAN, CHAIR,
HOUSE OF THE PEOPLE
BUDGET AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE

From August 26 to 30, 2018, SSG facilitated a
workshop in Nairobi to review the Audit Bill.
Eighteen members of parliament (13 male, five
female) from the House of the People and
Upper House Budget and Finance Committees
attended the workshop, where they reviewed and prepared possible amendments to the
Audit Bill before parliament. A key aspect of the workshop included ensuring that the bill is
compliant with international standards for supreme audit institutions in consultation with
international audit experts.
11

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VES5g5cGBBU
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INCLUSION AND ACCESS

Throughout project implementation and continuing into its extension year, SSG worked to
ensure the inclusion of marginalized groups in all project activities. SSG did not draft or
propose legislation but encouraged and worked with parliament to build its own mechanisms
to process and discuss issues like gender by conducting research and holding hearings. SSG
leveraged its established relationships with advocacy groups to support research and public
discussion on key issues and legislation to support these groups, including holding a public
hearing on issues facing persons with disabilities.
Gender is especially challenging in the Somali context. SSG offered support to the Human
Rights Committees in both chambers, as well as to the Women’s Caucuses in both
chambers, to take on a series of gender issues. In August 2018, the House of the People’s
Women’s Caucus held a public hearing with SSG support on the gender components of
three bills: Education, Health, and Civil Service. From the discussion, members of
parliament agreed that more gender-inclusive language be included in the legislation
before a final vote. Attendees included members of parliament from four committees who
resolved to mainstream gender inclusion, including holding public consultations during
future legislative processes within their committees. With positive feedback about the
event, the caucus expressed a desire to plan a similar public hearing on gender-inclusion
in upcoming electoral legislation.
Building on the advocacy work of SSG-supported grantees in Year 3, SSG offered support
to the Human Rights Committees regarding two gender bills in draft: (1) violence against
women and (2) female circumcision. Little progress was made, however, due to lack of
interest from the committees. In April 2018, a USAID implementing partner workshop
on sexual violence and harassment, held in Mogadishu, led to a discussion of the complex
layers that stall progress in gender-based violence legislation. The conclusion was that the
lack of laws, rape kits, and evidence-collection methods, as well as severe social
stigmatization and personal shame, are barriers to advocates, victims, and progress.
Gender was mainstreamed in the SSG program as a crosscutting priority, ensuring that all
work plan activities called for equitable participation of women and other marginalized
groups. SSG had 50 percent female representation in its fellows’ program, as well as one
person with disabilities, setting a strong example for our partners while creating
opportunities for those from marginalized groups to take active roles in their government.
SUSTAINABILITY

SSG maintained its commitment to sustainability after project completion by recognizing
and responding to Somalia’s dynamic political environment. By building skills and initiating
practices, SSG ensured that the work of rebuilding Somalia’s vital institutions can continue.
In fact, the project continued to translate training into experience-based, learning-bydoing exercises. Specifically, SSG focused on the guiding principles outlined in Exhibit 6 to
ensure impact and sustainability.
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During this period, the project worked to
•

•

•
•

•

Build parliamentary committee staff’s
research analysis skills so they can support
members of parliament, hiring outside
experts only when appropriate
Outfit a research office and legislative
library, as well as registering parliament for
access to free libraries, ensuring continued
access to legislative resources
Institutionalize parliament public hearings
and oversight efforts
Build parliament’s website to include billtracking information, web pages for both
chambers, members of parliament biographies
and email accounts, and parliament updates
Build capacity of parliament ICT staff to
maintain and update the website

“I am so happy today, it is the
first time, after 27 years of civil
war, the people of this country
have the opportunity to voice
their reservations in the national
budget ... the difficulties Somali
women face, including lack of
education, health care, and
maternal morality rates should
be addressed in the national
budget.”
— DUNIA MOHAMED ALI,
CIVIL SOCIETY SPEAKER,
FY2017 NATIONAL BUDGET
PUBLIC HEARING

Additionally, SSG worked to build in-house expertise to promote knowledge transfer. In
fact, some staff — by leveraging skills and expertise they obtained through the SSG project
— have taken key roles in the new FGS administration.
EXHIBIT 6. SSG GUIDING PRINCIPLES

LINKS TO OTHER ACTIVITIES

To ensure efforts were not duplicated, SSG worked to reinforce coordination efforts with
donor partners, as illustrated in Exhibit 7, next page. SSG also strategically leveraged other
donor resources to meet needs and fill resource gaps within parliament. Notably, SSG
leadership played a facilitative role in connecting the House of the People’s leadership and
its Budget and Finance Committee with the USAID/OTI Somalia Stabilization Initiative to
procure and furnish a trailer for the committee, which now serves as the office for
committee members and staff and contains a conference room for committee meetings.
SSG then took advantage of the committee’s space to increase its presence with the
committee and to provide on-the-job technical support.
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EXHIBIT 7. SSG DONOR PARTNERS BY REGION
PROJECT AND/OR DONOR
World Bank and International
Monetary Fund
U.K.’s Department for International
Development
European Union
Public Resources Management in
Somalia Programme
The Association of European
Parliamentarians with Africa
Bringing Unity, Integrity, and
Legitimacy to Democracy
United Nations Development
Programme
Somalia Stabilization Initiative,
USAID/OTI
Max Planck Foundation

REGION

DESCRIPTION

Mogadishu

Coordinated PFM activities.

Mogadishu

Coordinated PFM activities.

Mogadishu

Coordinated PFM activities.
Coordinated PFM activities and
Audit Bill workshop.
Coordinated activities to provide
capacity building to parliament.
Provided operational and logistics
support from the field.
Worked closely regarding FPS
activities.
Coordinated support to the FPS
Budget and Finance Committee.
Worked closely regarding FPS
activities.

Mogadishu, FMS
Mogadishu
Mogadishu
Mogadishu
Mogadishu
Mogadishu
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SECTION II

LESSONS LEARNED:
CHALLENGES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
During the program’s extension year, SSG continued to apply lessons learned in the
previous three years to improve project implementation; it also responded rapidly to
changing environments and partner priorities. SSG worked to ensure demand for activities
by building collaborative exercises, including work planning and goal setting through joint
discussions. Challenges and recommendations from SSG’s extension year are summarized
in this section.
CHALLENGES

Many challenges that the project faced in
KEY CHALLENGES
previous years continued into SSG’s
• Safety and security
extension year. While the project was
• Political instability
able to accomplish most of its extension• Lower-than-expected capacity
year objectives, as described throughout
• Shifting political priorities of government partners
• A new Upper House
this report, the context and operating
environment of implementing a project of
SSG’s scope, was not without its challenges (see box).
Safety and security. The dynamic security environment in Somalia proved to be a persistent
challenge to SSG’s work. Throughout the life of the project and the extension year,
government buildings — where staff, government counterparts, and personnel frequently
traveled — were targeted by the militant group al-Shabab. Additionally, extra security
measures, such as road closures, are prevalent after attacks or in response to rumors of
impending attacks, making travel to training sites or counterparts’ offices nearly
impossible. The ongoing security issues limited the ability of government, parliamentary,
and civil society counterparts to participate in SSG activities, as well as the ability of local
and international SSG staff to implement those activities.
SSG addressed these issues by coordinating between program staff and project security
providers, ensuring that staff movement and planned activities were evaluated against
current threat-level assessments with critical analysis of event timing and location. SSG
also remained flexible in scheduling and selecting venues for all activities, engaging with
counterparts through local staff as much as possible.
Political instability. Political instability proved to be the biggest challenge to SSG’s work in
the project’s extension year. A vote of no confidence — such as the one in March 2018
against the House of the People Speaker Jawari — or a cabinet reshuffling could stop the
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work of parliament for weeks while organized groups lobby for ministerial posts.
Moreover, given that parliamentary procedural reforms are sponsored by individuals, the
movement of a single committee leader within the government can drastically change the
nature of a committee. Leadership changes often led to modifications of or complete
departures from work plans and capacity building developed with the predecessor.
SSG’s approach was to maintain a flexible, demand-driven project and to cooperate with
a variety of actors in parliament to align activities to meet changing priorities, while also
working to achieve project results. The project constantly diversified its activities to
mitigate political risk. For example, while the House of the People was unstable in the
wake of the no-confidence vote, SSG prioritized its engagement with the Upper House,
supporting planning for legislation and public hearings, as well as working with committees
to improve their oversight functions. The project focused on areas that fall outside of the
fluid political realm: communications staff to update parliament’s website; and committee
staff, who typically remain in-country to continue the work of parliament. These are the
people who presumably will remain in their positions regardless of the transition of
officials, thereby ensuring greater institutional continuity.
Lower-than-expected capacity. Capacity remains low within the Somali government, which
struggles to carry out its core functions. Moreover, a lack of resources in the House of
the People — limited meeting and committee office spaces — highlighted key operational
challenges for committee functions and potential training.
SSG implemented a capacity building program for staff, combining on-the-job training with
learning-by-doing in research, analysis, budget analysis and management, planning and
coordinating public hearings, and oversight. Over the course of the extension year, SSG
implemented 23 skills development training events for FPS staff (see list in Annex B).
Furthermore, the project addressed resource constraints by providing information
technology and office equipment to both chambers.
Shifting political priorities of government partners. Multiple donor-funded activities demand
time and attention from members of parliament, government, and parliamentary staff.
Mitigation measures included focusing SSG activities on the highest priorities of its
counterparts with frequent engagement meetings throughout the year. The project
sought to avoid duplication by coordinating with other donor programs to identify
potential overlaps and adjust programming accordingly.
A new Upper House. It is typical for a newly elected parliament to re-examine and
potentially modify its Rules of Procedure. However, with a new chamber and imprecise
definition of roles and responsibilities in the provisional constitution, agreement on the
powers of each chamber is still open to debate. Each legislative body drafted its own
Rules of Procedure. The next step is to agree on intra-chamber roles and the legislative
process, also called the Joint Rules of Procedure. This proved challenging because the
FPS’ two chambers are based in different locations, they have differing ideas on their
respective responsibilities and functions, and their committees have sometimesdivergent mandates. In November and December 2017, there was debate in FPS about
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the two chambers’ budgetary approval roles and responsibilities, because the House of
the People bypassed the Upper House to approve the FY2018 budget — leading to the
Upper House’s protest, which could have opened the door to a constitutional challenge
on the budget’s legality, but instead resulted in the Upper House’s vote and acceptance
of the budget.
To mitigate conflict about the two chambers’ roles and responsibilities, SSG acted as a
bridge, assisting members of parliament and committees to understand their roles and
functions. SSG coordinated budget accountability work and support on the PFM Bill and
Audit Bill with members of the budget and finance committees from both chambers.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations for future activities are
based on lessons learned while implementing
activities under Objective 1 for the past four
years (see box).

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Focus on supporting local resources, with
strategic use of international expertise
• Develop longer-term approach to capacity
building
• Diversify activities
• Pair in-kind support with training for
greater impact

Focus on supporting local resources, with strategic use
of international expertise. Working with Somali
nationals and institutions provides long-term
sustainability and is more important than providing short-term fixes that create unsustainable
costs, such as relying heavily on expatriate and third-country nationals for expertise. Strategic
use of international experts, however, strengthened the ultimate work product.
Develop a longer-term approach to capacity building. A new project should build on the
training that was provided under SSG and continue to develop longer-term capacity
efforts to help institutionalize the training. SSG found that in-depth training — on-the-job
and learning-by-doing exercises for members of parliament and staff — provided a longer
and more meaningful impact. Replicating this in future activities will be vital to ensuring
sustainable successes.
SSG’s success with the House of the People Budget and Finance Committee, through
repeated work on budget formulation and oversight, has led to a parliamentary budget culture
that is quite different from years past. For example, public hearings on the federal budget —
an idea that was once considered too risky — are becoming the norm. This success is derived
from three factors: committee demand, staff capacity, and legislative application.
In the case of the budget committee, the leadership enthusiastically embraced an active
role in the budget formulation and oversight process. Staff worked with SSG to develop
a strong financial analysis toolbox. Most critical in some ways, however, was a set of
budget committee activities spread throughout the year that allowed the staff to engage
in iterative learning and try new practices.
Conversely, SSG engaged with committees that wanted a more active legislative role
(demand) and whose staff were equipped with SSG training (capacity), yet the nascent
legislative culture was still focused on reacting to proposed legislation rather than drafting
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it, so the committee had little or no legislation referred to it for consideration. In that
case, issue research, legislative drafting amendments, and public hearings remain more
hypothetical or ad hoc, rather than a repeated practice.
The recommendation is to find opportunities where committees or legislative entities —
a centralized legal, research, or budget office — can repeat a proposed practice. These
opportunities offer the best chance for a first-time activity to repeat into a pattern of
practice, and ultimately, become part of the legislative culture.
Diversify activities. When working with counterparts who can easily change because of
political tensions outside the control of the project, it is vital to mitigate the negative
effects by diversifying activities and focusing on areas outside the fluid political realm.
Specifically, SSG focused on three work areas: members of parliament, parliamentary staff,
and resources for both chambers. When and if FPS is embroiled in political gridlock,
program focus would shift to another area.
Pair in-kind support with training for greater impact. Training courses were better applied
when parliament had adequate equipment and resources. For example, a computer
training course is difficult to convene if the institution has no computer or only one
computer for all staff. In this case, in-kind information technology support added significant
value to training and the application of key courses for parliament staff. Short-term inkind grants are useful for institutions and organizations to acquire essential equipment for
their daily functions.
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SECTION III

ACTIVITY CLOSEOUT AND
DEMOBILIZATION
SSG successfully completed its demobilization by September 21, 2018, in accordance with
the closeout plan submitted to the contracting officer June 21, 2018, and revised August
14, 2018. The demobilization was led by the project’s field office team and was supported
by two Chemonics home office closeout specialists and a Chemonics technical specialist,
Dr. John Johnson, who supported SSG’s final orientation session with parliament.
As technical activities and operational requirements decreased, and after final invoices
were processed, SSG’s subcontracts, vendor agreements, and service contracts were
closed. SSG completed the disposition of all residual nonexpendable property acquired in
accordance with the disposition requests approved by the contracting officer. The main
recipients of the final inventory included the Upper House of the Federal Parliament of
Somalia and Chemonics’ Support to Four State Assemblies (SFSA) project, funded by the
Somalia Stability Fund.
SSG’s one remaining expatriate staff member left the project August 30, 2018. The
remaining staff, all local nationals, left at the end of the project’s period of performance
— September 21, 2018. The majority of Chemonics’ local technical and operations staff
transitioned to positions in the SFSA project. The SFSA project provides similar technical
assistance under the SSG project, but at the Federal Member State level. As applicable,
long-term local staff received lump-sum payments for accrued and unused annual leave,
as mandated by local labor law and approved by the contracting officer. All long-term local
staff also received certificates of service on their respective end dates and in accordance
with Chemonics’ policies and local labor law.
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ANNEX B. ACTIVITY MONITORING
AND EVALUATION PLAN
QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

1) Parliamentary Staff Skills Development and Training
•

•

Orientation Sessions
SSG organized and delivered seven orientation sessions for members of parliament
and parliamentary staff of the House of the People and the Upper House. These
orientation sessions focused on the legislative process — specifically, legislative
powers enumerated in the constitution — the rules of procedure and their uses,
the role of committees in the legislative process, the public hearing process,
parliament oversight authority, and oversight tools. Thirty-eight members of
parliament and parliamentary staff (25 male, 24 female) attended the orientation
sessions.
Webmaster Training Modules
This reporting period, SSG provided a series of eight website training sessions to
ICT staff from both chambers of parliament, covering website maintenance and
development, content management, and website accessibility standards.

2) Bill-Making Research, Analysis, and Report Support
•
•

SSG provided technical support — research, review, analysis — to seven bills in
the federal parliament. It also provided technical support of public hearings for five
bills.
In 2017, SSG staff facilitated reviews and analysis of the FY2018 budget bill, which
parliament passed.

3) Stakeholder Consultation — Public Hearings
•

•

Five FPS committees and one caucus held seven public hearings that were
supported by SSG and covered the Health Professional Bill, the FY2018 Budget,
the Natural Resources Bill, rights for persons with disabilities, the PFM Bill, the
Anti-Corruption Bill, the Civil Service Bill, and the Education Bill.
Six of the hearings focused on a different draft bill before parliament.

4) Oversight Actions
•
•

In this extension year, four FPS committees conducted oversight actions.
Six oversight actions were supported by SSG in this period.
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EXHIBIT B-1. SSG EXTENSION YEAR TRAINING EVENTS
Activity Title

Target
Participants
Upper House
Committee
Members
Upper House
Committee
Members

Event Dates

# Days

Male

Female

Total

August 16, 2017

1

2

4

6

August 17, 2017

1

3

5

8

October 4, 2017

1

5

1

6

House of the People

1

4

4

8

House of the People
Social Committee

1

2

0

2

House of the People

1

2

1

3

House of the People

October19, 2017

1

4

4

8

House of the People

October 25,
2017

1

5

1

6

November 27,
2017

1

2

3

5

November 28,
2017

1

11

3

14

CSOs and private
sector

December 6,
2017

1

1

1

2

Upper House
Committee Chairs

Website Training

February 1, 2018

1

5

1

6

Parliament ICT staff

PFM Review Workshop
in Nairobi

February 4-8,
2018

5

6

1

7

House of the People
and Upper House
Budget and Finance
Committee staff

Website Training

February 5, 2018

1

6

1

7

Parliament ICT staff

Website Sitemap
Development Training

February 8, 2018

1

6

1

7

Parliament ICT staff

Orientation Workshop

February 12,
2018

1

0

8

8

House of the People
Human Rights
Committee

Website Training

February 15,
2018

1

6

1

7

Parliament ICT staff

Public Hearing Briefing
Workshop

February 19,
2018

1

0

8

8

House of the People
Human Rights
Committee

Website Training

February 19,
2018

1

5

1

6

Parliament ICT staff

Website Training

March 5, 2018

1

4

1

5

Parliament ICT staff

Website Training

March 21, 2018

1

3

1

4

Parliament ICT staff

Website Training

April 18-19, 2018

2

7

1

8

Parliament ICT staff

FY2107 Close of
Accounts Workshop

July 17-18, 2018

2

3

5

8

House of the People
and Upper House
Budget and Finance
Committee staff

Legislative Process
Orientation for
members
Parliamentary Oversight
Tools Orientation for
members of parliament
Bill Summary Writing
Training
Orientation on Public
Hearings
Bill Summary Workshop
for Media Bill
Issue Background Paper
Workshop, Health Bill
Public Hearing Civil
Society Briefing for the
Health Profession Bill
Orientation Workshop
Technical Support on
FY18 Budget Analysis
Report
Pre-Hearing Briefing
Workshop for Budget
Hearing Participants
Committee Operations
Orientation

October 10,
2017
October 18,
2017
October 19,
2017

Upper House
Directors
Budget and Finance
Committee staff,
SSG Fellows
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Activity Title

Event Dates

# Days

Male

Female

Total

Audit Bill Workshop

August 26-30,
2018

5

13

5

18

Parliamentary Staff
Training

September 11,
2018

1

10

1

11

Target
Participants
House of the People
and Upper House
Budget and Finance
Committee
members and staff
House of the People
members and
department heads
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PROGRESS AGAINST TARGETS
EXHIBIT B-2. SSG INDICATOR 4.1 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF LAWS, POLICIES, OR PROCEDURES DRAFTED, PROPOSED, OR
ADOPTED TO PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY AT THE REGIONAL, NATIONAL, OR LOCAL
LEVEL
INDICATOR NUMBER: GNDR-1
DISAGGREGATE BY: Type of law, proposed/adopted/drafted
Type of Law, Policies, and
Procedures

UNIT:
Number of laws,
policies,
procedures

Proposed/Adopted/
Drafted/Implemented

Type of Law, Policies,
and Procedures

Proposed/Adopted/
Drafted/Implemented

Recruitment Policy

Adopted

Business License Policy

Adopted

Training Policy

Adopted

Anti-Discrimination Policy

Implemented

Administrative Policy

Implemented

Public Participation Policy

Adopted

Workplace Anti-Violence Policy

Implemented

Human Resource Policy

Implemented

Sexual Harassment Policy

Implemented

The Youth Policy

Proposed

Citizen Information Center
Policy

Adopted

Company Bill

Drafted

Anti-Sexual Violence Bill

Ministry Draft

Anti-Female Genital Mutilation
Bill

Ministry Draft

Health Bill

Drafted

Civil Service Bill

Drafted

Education Bill

Drafted

Totals 11 policies, 6 bills
Deviation Narrative: Throughout the life of the project, there was no major legislative agenda related to gender promotion. A series of delays and competing
priorities during the extension year resulted in little action relating to gender legislation. In Q1, the parliament had an extended recess and political campaigns on FGS
parliamentary & presidential elections. Parliament remained in recess for the majority of Q2. Q3 saw Parliament in political gridlock for much of the quarter due to the
departure of the House of the People speaker and election of the new speaker. Throughout the extension year, SSG continuously engaged with the Upper House
Women’s Caucus and the Upper House Human Rights Committee to explore opportunities to support gender legislation. During the final quarter of the project, SSG
supported the House of the People Women’s caucus in holding a public hearing on the gender inclusivity of three bills: The Health Bill, Education Bill, and Civil Service
Bill. These three bills have been drafted and SSG assistance was aimed at incorporating gender-specific components.
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Additional
Criteria
If other criteria
are important
add lines for
setting targets
and tracking

Baseline

Cumulative
Results FY15,
FY16, FY17

Results
Achieved
FY2018

This Reporting Period
1 July–21 Sept 2018

Reporting Period
21 Sept 18

FY 2017
Target

FY 2018
Target

End of Activity
Target

Achieved

Achieved

Target

Achieved

Target

Target

Target

Target

# of
laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

# of laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

# of
laws/policies

Total

0

11 policies,
3 bills

3

-

3

-

3

4

18

Federal Level

0

11 policies,
3 bills

0

-

0

Puntland

0

0

0

-

0

Somaliland

0

0

0

-

0
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EXHIBIT B-3. SSG INDICATOR 4.2 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF DRAFT LAWS SUBJECT TO SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENT AND FINAL VOTE IN
LEGISLATURES RECEIVING USG ASSISTANCE
INDICATOR NUMBER: 2.2.1-3
DISAGGREGATE BY: Type of law

UNIT:
Number (of draft)
laws

1. Media Bill — FPS

6. Seed and Plant Varieties Seed
Regulation — FPS

11. Somaliland Audit Bill

16. Somaliland
Company Law

2. Foreign Investment Bill — FPS

7. Plant Protection Act — FPS

12. Somaliland Procurement
Bill

17. Federal Budget
2017 — FPS

3. Procurement Bill — FPS

8. Seed and Plant Inspection and
Procedures Act — FPS

13. Somaliland Revenue Bill

18. FY18 Budget

4. Anti-Money Laundering Bill

9. Somalia Dairy Act

14. Somaliland PFM
Accountability Bill

5. Seed and Plant Variations Act — FPS

10. Somaliland Customs Bill

15. Somaliland Budget 2017
Total

18

Deviation Narrative: The extension year saw parliament members’ attention split between standard parliamentary work, elections, political crises, and delays in the
start of parliamentary sessions. SSG continually worked to support committees through the legislative process, with the aim to take bills through the full process and a
final vote. For example, SSG provided technical assistance on the review, comparative analysis, bill amendment, and reporting on the PFM and other bills. Despite the
continued engagement and support from SSG, only one bill that SSG had supported — the FY2018 Budget — was subject to a vote during the period of performance.
Additional Criteria
Baseline
If other criteria are
important, add lines
for setting targets
and tracking

Cumulative
Results FY15,
FY16, FY17

Results
Achieved
FY2018

This Reporting
Period
1 July–21 Sept 18

Reporting
Period
30 Jun 18

Reporting
Period 21
Sept 18

FY 2017 Target

FY
2018
Target

End of Activity
Target

Achieved

Achieved

Target

Achieved

Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

0

0

4

3

20

Total

0

17

1

-

0

Federal Level

0

10

1

-

0

Puntland

0

0

0

-

0

Somaliland

0

7

0

-

0
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EXHIBIT B-4. SSG INDICATOR 2A.6 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF TRAINING DAYS PROVIDED TO EXECUTIVE BRANCH
PERSONNEL WITH USG ASSISTANCE
INDICATOR NUMBER: 2.2.2-6
NOTE: No activity during extension year
EXHIBIT B-5. SSG INDICATOR 3.1 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF ENGAGEMENTS BETWEEN TARGETED CSOs WITH
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ON KEY GOVERNANCE AND POLITICAL PROCESSES
INDICATOR NUMBER: 3.1 – CUSTOM
NOTE: No activity during extension year
EXHIBIT B-6. SSG INDICATOR 3.2 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE REPORTED BY CSOs IN KEY DOMAINS
INDICATOR NUMBER: 3.2 – CUSTOM
NOTE: No activity during extension year
EXHIBIT B-7. SSG INDICATOR 3.3 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS INITIATED BY PROJECTSUPPORTED JOURNALISTS AND MEDIA HOUSES
INDICATOR NUMBER: 3.3 – CUSTOM
NOTE: No activity during extension year
EXHIBIT B-8. SSG INDICATOR 3.4 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: PROPORTION OF TARGETED CSOs WITH IMPROVED ADVOCACY
CAPACITY
INDICATOR NUMBER: 3.4
NOTE: No activity during extension year
EXHIBIT B-9. SSG INDICATOR 3.5 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: IMPROVED CONTENT QUALITY AMONG TARGETED MEDIA
HOUSES IN KEY AREAS OF INTEREST
INDICATOR NUMBER: 3.5 – CUSTOM
NOTE: No activity during extension year
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EXHIBIT B-10. SSG INDICATOR 3A.1 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF REPORTS IN KEY AREAS OF INTEREST PUBLISHED BY
USG-SUPPORTED CSOs AND MEDIA OUTLETS
INDICATOR NUMBER: 3A.1
NOTE: No activity during extension year
EXHIBIT B-11. SSG INDICATOR 3B.1 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING VOTER AND CIVIC
EDUCATION THROUGH USG-ASSISTED PROGRAMS
INDICATOR NUMBER: 2.3.2-12
NOTE: No activity during extension year. Voter awareness and civic education activities in Somaliland,
Puntland, and South-Central Somalia ended on Sept. 30, 2016, as the new USAID election project in
Somalia has taken charge of election related activities (the BUILD project).
EXHIBIT B-12. SSG INDICATOR 3B.2 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF CSOs RECEIVING USG ASSISTANCE ENGAGED IN
ADVOCACY INTERVENTIONS
INDICATOR NUMBER: 2.4.1-9
NOTE: No activity during extension year
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EXHIBIT B-13. SSG INDICATOR 4.3 PERFORMANCE DATA TABLE

INDICATOR TITLE: NUMBER OF CONSENSUS-BUILDING FORUMS (MULTI-PARTY, CIVIL/SECURITY SECTOR, AND/OR
CIVIL/POLITICAL) HELD WITH USG ASSISTANCE
INDICATOR NUMBER: 2.3.1-7
DISAGGREGATE BY: Level (national/regional, parliament/ministry, etc.)
Activity Title

Activity Title

Activity Title

Level

National

Forum for
bills —
foreign
investment,
agriculture,
public
infrastructure
(3)

National

13

Consultative
Forum for
youth CSOs
and Ministry
of Youth and
Sports
Dec 17, 2015

Ministry

4

Ministry/
Parliament/
CSOs

7

Ministries

4

National

Regional/Members of
parliament/CSOs

Consultative
for federal
members of
parliament,
journalists, and
CSO leaders (2
forums), Jan
14, 2016; Mar
1, 2016

Forum on tax and
revenue collection,
May 19, 2016

Federal/Ministry/CSOs

Consultative
Forum on
Puntland Bar
Association
Bill,
Jan 18–20,
2016

Regional/Ministry

Consultative
Forum on
30% Women
Quota Bill (5
forums)
Oct 18–22,
2015

Forum for
enhanced

Regional/Members of
parliament/CSOs

Consultative
Forum on 30%

Federal/Members of
parliament and CSOs

Interministerial

Forum to support
30% women quota,
April 21, 2016

# of
forums

Level

Interministerial
meetings/OOP
and PM
meetings (5)

Election consensusbuilding forums (5)

UNIT:
Number

Level

Federal/Members of
parliament/CSOs
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cooperation
between CSOs and
members of
parliament, June 9,
2016

Forum on budget
legislation process
between CSOs and
members of
parliament, June 14,
2016

Women Quota
Resolution,
Feb 3, 2016

planning and
consultation
forums (2
forums) Nov
26, 2015;
Dec 28, 2015
National
Advisory
Council
Meeting on
the National
Development
Plan (NDP)
Dec 23, 2015

Federal Ministries, and
MOPIC

3

SSG Advisory
Committee
Meeting, Feb
17, 2016

OOP/Ministry/CSOs

Regional

(6) forums on
gender
legislation, (6)
consultative
meetings with
government
and journalists
in SL, (10)
consultations
on disability
legal rights,
(11) forums on
a national
youth policy

CSOs/Members of
parliament/Ministries

Public
hearing on
the national
budget 2017

Members of parliament/
CSOs/Ministries

40

Public Hearing —
Health Professional
Regulation Bill
Public Hearing

Members of parliament/
CSOs/Ministries

Public Hearing
on FY18
National
Budget

Members of parliament/
CSOs/Ministries

Public
hearing on
disability
rights

Members of parliament/
CSOs/Ministries

3

Public Hearing —
Water Resources
Bill Public Hearing

Members of
parliament/CSOs/Ministries

Public Hearing
— PFM Bill

Members of
parliament/CSOs/Ministries

Public
Hearing —
Anti-

Members of
parliament/CSOs/Ministries

3

NDP II Public
Consultations:
Nov. 10, 12, 14, 16,
18, 21, 2016 – (6)

Regional/Members of
parliament/CSOs
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Corruption
Bill
Gender Inclusivity
Hearing

Members of
parliament/CSOs/Ministries
Total

78

Deviation Narrative: Target achieved.

Additional
Criteria

Cumulative
Results
FY15,
FY16,
Baseline FY17
Results Achieved FY 2018
Achieved

Achieved

This Reporting
Period
1 July–21 Sept
18
Target Achieved

Total

0

71

7

-

1

Federal
Level

0

55

7

-

1

Puntland

0

4

-

-

0

Somaliland

0

12

-

-

0

Reporting Period
21 Sept 18

FY 2017
Target

FY 2018
Target

End of Activity Target

Target

Target

Target

Target

0

12

4

66
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Indicator
#

EXHIBIT B-14. BENCHMARKS TRACKER TABLE — OBJECTIVES 1 AND 2

1.1

1A.1

Indicators

Proportion of targeted
committees meeting all
benchmarks for legislative
process

Proportion of benchmarks for
legislative process met by
targeted committees

Target for
Current
Year
FY2018
4/6

11/18

Cumulative Achievement
FY2018
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1

0

0

1

7

4

0

5

Comments: Institutions Meeting Benchmarks

Quarter 1: The Budget Committee–FY18 Budget bill met all three steps
of the legislative process: bill analysis, draft or amendment, stage report
to plenary. Four committees completed one step of the legislative
process. The committees that completed bill analysis are Water (Upper
House), Anti-Corruption (Upper House), Health Regulation (House of
the People), and Media (House of the People). Water and AntiCorruption passed with amendment and stage reports without SSG
assistance, and without documented bill analysis (not counted).
Quarter 2: No committees completed all benchmarks of the legislative
process in Q2. PFM workshop in Nairobi consisted of review (step 1) and
analysis (step 2) of the PFM Bill by the Budget and Finance Committees
for both the Upper House and House of the People (two steps by two
committees).
Quarter 3: No target committees completed all three benchmarks this
quarter. The Upper House Natural Resources Committee reviewed the
Water Bill; the Upper House Human Rights Committee reviewed the
Anti-Corruption Bill. These benchmarks are not reported this quarter
because the committees reviewed these bills in Q1, and the data was
captured then. The House of the People Budget and Finance Committee
also reviewed and analyzed PFM Bill again in Q3, but the committee had
also reviewed the bill in Q2, and the data was captured then.
Quarter 4: No committees completed all three steps in Q4. However,
the Upper House Justice and Human Rights committee completed the
final step with the anti-corruption bill process (steps 1 and 2 completed
previously) by preparing the committee report and amendment to the
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Indicator
#

Indicators

Target for
Current
Year
FY2018

Cumulative Achievement
FY2018
Q1

Q2

Q3

Comments: Institutions Meeting Benchmarks

Q4

plenary. Also, Steps 1 and 2 were completed for the Audit Bill by the
Upper House and House of the People budget committees. The final
step was not completed this quarter due to parliament’s being out of
session for the majority of (House of the People) and all of the quarter
(Upper House).
As the numbers of 1A.1 demonstrate, SSG was highly active in engaging
committees and supporting them through this process. While the final
achievements for 1.1 were short of the Y4 target, the individual
benchmarks met reflect that progress was made.
1.2

Proportion of targeted
committees meeting all
benchmarks for stakeholder
consultation processes

3/7

2

1

2

1

1A.2

Proportion of benchmarks for
stakeholder consultation
processes met by targeted
committees

8/14

4

2

6

3

Quarter 1: Two hearings: (1) House of the People Budget Committee FY18
Budget and (2) Social Committee–Health Professional Regulation. Each
hearing met each of three steps: standard process, agenda, hearing.
Based on new members of parliament/committees and committee
demand, and gender legislation jurisdiction, target committees include
Budget (House of the People/Upper House), Social (House of the
People/Upper House), Human Rights (House of the People/Upper
House), Natural Resource (Upper House).
Quarter 2: Human Rights Committee in the House of the People held a
public hearing on the issues facing persons living with disabilities in
Somalia. All three steps (standard process, agenda, hearing) were met
for this process as indicated in 1A.2.
Quarter 3: This quarter, the Upper House Natural Resources Committee
held a public hearing on the Water Resources Bill; the Upper House
Human Rights Committee held a public hearing on the Anti-corruption
Bill. Both steps (including following a standard process, agenda, hearing)
were met for this process as indicated in 1A.2.
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Indicator
#

Indicators

Target for
Current
Year
FY2018

Cumulative Achievement
FY2018
Q1

Q2

Q3

Comments: Institutions Meeting Benchmarks

Q4

This quarter, the House of the People Budget and Finance Committee
held a public hearing on the PFM Bill and met all three benchmarks. The
committee held a hearing in Q1 on the budget and has already been
captured as meeting 1.2.
Quarter 4: Women Caucus in the House of the People held a public
hearing on gender mainstreaming in legislation on Health, Education,
and Civil Services bills. All three steps (standard process, agenda,
hearing) were met for this process as indicated in 1A.2.
1.3

Proportion of targeted
committees meeting all
benchmarks for oversight duties
and responsibilities

3/5

3

0

1

0

1A.3

Proportion of benchmarks for
oversight duties and
responsibilities met by targeted
committees

7/15

9

0

9

0

Quarter 1: House of the People Budget Committee Close of Accounts,
Upper House Social Committee, Upper House Natural Resource
Committee. Each committee achieved each of three steps: committee
meeting, questions, request presence of minister.
Quarter 2: Parliament remained out of session for the majority of Q2. SSG
worked to lay the groundwork for upcoming oversight activities in Q3.
Quarter 3: This quarter, the Upper House Budget Committee met with
ministry of commerce on program performance, meeting all three
benchmarks for oversight actions.
The House of the People Budget Committee met with Ministry of
Finance for oversight on budget performance, meeting three
benchmarks; it also met with the Ministry of Planning on NDP and
program performance, meeting three benchmarks. The committee was
already reported for 1.3 in Q1.
Quarter 4: Parliament did not carry out any oversight duties in Q4
because parliament was out of session.
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Indicator
#

Indicators

Target for
Current
Year
FY2018

Cumulative Achievement
FY2018
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Comments: Institutions Meeting Benchmarks

2.1

Proportion of targeted ministries
with a filing system in place

-

-

-

-

-

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.

2A.1

Proportion of benchmarks met by
targeted ministries or
government institution for filing
systems in place

-

-

-

-

-

In 2017, activity has been dropped due to lack of demand.

2.2

Proportion of targeted ministries
meeting all benchmarks for
human resources

-

-

-

-

-

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
Activity has been dropped due to lack of demand.

2A.2

Proportion of benchmarks met by
targeted ministries for human
resources

-

-

-

-

-

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
Activity has been dropped due to lack of demand.

2.3

Proportion of targeted ministries
with core policies and standard
operating procedures developed
and approved

-

-

-

-

-

2A.3

Proportion of core policies and
standard operating procedures
developed and approved

-

-

-

-

-

2.4

Proportion of targeted ministries
meeting all benchmarks for
planning systems

-

-

-

-

-

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
Activity has been dropped due to lack of demand.

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
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Indicator
#

Indicators

Target for
Current
Year
FY2018

Cumulative Achievement
FY2018
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Comments: Institutions Meeting Benchmarks

2B.2

Proportion of benchmarks for
planning systems met by MOPICs

-

-

-

-

-

Development, dissemination, and implementation of standard work plan
guidelines was impeded by ongoing finalization of the Somalia National
Development Plan.

2.5

Proportion of targeted ministries
meeting all benchmarks for assets
management policy

-

-

-

-

-

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.

2A.5

Proportion of benchmarks met by
targeted ministries for assets
management policy

-

-

-

-

-

2.6

Proportion of targeted ministries
meeting all benchmarks for
communication systems and
mechanisms

-

-

-

-

-

2B.3

Proportion of benchmarks for
communications met by targeted
ministries or government
institution

-

-

-

-

-

2A.4

Proportion of identified
benchmarks met by Somaliland
Ministry of Finance for internal
audit

-

-

-

-

-

Activity has been dropped due to lack of demand.

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
Activity has been dropped due to lack of demand.

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
Roadmap and action plan developed for SL Ministry of Finance Internal
audit unit.
Update: Somaliland House of Representatives removed the internal audit
part of the accountability bill.
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Indicator
#
2B.1

Indicators

Proportion of benchmarks for
legislative drafting met by
Puntland Ministry of Justice,
Rehabilitation and Religious
Affairs

Target for
Current
Year
FY2018
-

Cumulative Achievement
FY2018
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

-

-

-

-

Comments: Institutions Meeting Benchmarks

Deviation Narrative:
No activity during extension year.
Dropped. Puntland office closed.
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ANNEX C. SNAPSHOTS
Upper House of Somali Federal Parliament Holds Public Hearing
on Anti-Corruption Legislation
The hearing was the first
of its kind on anticorruption and was livebroadcast to citizens via
cable and social media

On June 30, 2018, the Upper House Human Rights and Justice
Committee of the federal Parliament of Somalia held a public
hearing in Mogadishu on proposed anti-corruption legislation
that seeks to establish an independent anti-corruption
commission.
Numerous government stakeholders attended the hearing to
discuss the legislation, including those from the Ministry of
Justice, High Court, Office of the Attorney General, Office of
the Solicitor General, and Office of the Auditor General, in
addition to members of Parliament and Upper House staff.
Delegates from the federal member states of Somalia also
participated in the event as well as representatives from civil
society organizations, lawyers, members of the disability
community, legal experts, and organizations working on good
governance and accountability.

Members of Parliament engage
with stakeholders in a public
hearing to discuss anti-corruption
measures.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

“It’s great to see federal and
regional levels engage, come
together, and discuss what is good
for this country...We need your
input, feedback, advice, and
recommendations. We need you
to tell and share with us where
you think there is ambiguity and
loopholes in the legislation.”
— Hon. Zamam Ibrahim Ali,
Chairperson of the Upper House
Human Rights Committee, in her
opening remarks

Participants presented testimonies on the powers of the
Human Rights and Justice Committee and reflected on the
anti-corruption bill’s alignment with previous Somalia laws,
such as the Somali Penal Code. Attendees provided valuable
feedback and recommendations on the legislation which the
committee members plan to integrate into future drafts.
The event was live broadcast on Somali cable television and
live streamed on social media channels, including YouTube, to
enable citizens to watch the event throughout the country
and beyond.
Minster of Justice Hassan Hussein said, “The Ministry [of
Justice] held several consultation meetings with stakeholders,
including federal member states and civil society members. The
legislative process is now in [a] good place and [has] made a lot of
progress. Now, the Upper House can review and [engage the]
public to seek their input and feedback before Members of
Parliament vote on the final bill.”
In advance of the hearing, the Strengthening Somali
Governance (SSG) project worked with the committee on a
comparative analysis of anti-corruption commission best
practices through analyzing case studies from Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Kenya, Rwanda, the Philippines, and Botswana.
Through the use of background research, analysis, and input
from the public on the legislation, the committee took
advantage of key tools at its disposal for the development of a
well-researched bill.
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Government and Citizens Express Support for Improved Financial
Management System
The hearing emphasized
the importance of public
engagement in the
development of this
important legislation

On May 31, 2018, the Budget Committee of the House of the
People held a public hearing on a vital piece of reform
legislation that will revise the roles and responsibilities of key
actors in the government budget process, aligning Somalia
with accepted international standards. In total, 117 people
attended the hearing which was held in Mogadishu and
broadcast by Somali National Television.
Attendees included members of the business community,
public financial management experts, legal experts, research
institutions, civil society groups, lawyers, and university
students.

PFM Expert Mr. Mohamed Hassan
Bare expresses his support for
financial reform legislation.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

“We can draft legislation, but the
implementation of the law is
another challenge. I believe that if
we agree [on] four principles, we
can overcome this challenge: build
public ownership, [conduct]
effective independent audits,
[build] an effective anti-corruption
committee, and [foster]
transparency, accountability and
common trust among government
and the public.”
— PFM expert Mr. Mohamed
Hassan Bare

The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abdirahman Duale Beyle, spoke
in favor of the legislation, stating that the proposal would
update decades-old Somali law to ensure its compliance with
international standards. The bill was also supported by
Auditor General Mr. Mohamed Mohamud Ali, who described
the role of the auditor general as the recipient of government
reports, an advisor for internal audits, and as an independent
auditor.
A representative of the DFID-funded Premis project
presented on financial management efforts underway in
federal member states. Most states have passed parallel
legislation, and several have initiated independent audit
functions. These efforts are designed to align with the new
national budget framework.
Various civil society experts similarly expressed support for
the legislation. Following the hearing, the committee will
review the testimony and incorporate findings into possible
amendments and the final committee report to the plenary.
This is the sixth federal hearing that SSG has supported in less
than 12 months. Public hearings have become an accepted
part of the legislative process and are increasingly expected
by civil society. SSG works with parliamentary staff, members
of Parliament, and civil society in advance of public hearings to
expand understanding of legislation and to better elucidate
the roles and responsibilities of both Parliament and citizens
to promote positive dialogue.
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SSG Fellow Advocates for Rights of Persons Living with Disabilities
SSG provided technical
and logistical assistance
in holding a five-day
workshop, analyzing
Somalia’s proposed PFM
Bill

When Abdullahi Hassan Hussein isn’t advocating for the rights
of persons living with disabilities as the Secretary of the
Somali National Disability Council, he spends five days a week
as one of the ten young professionals selected for the SSG
Parliament Fellows Program. Abdullahi serves as the clerk for
the Upper House Foreign Affairs, Planning, and International
Cooperation Committee. He is also Parliament’s first staff
member who is a person living with disabilities.
As committee clerk, Abdullahi helps with background
research, handles meeting arrangements, attends committee
meetings, and drafts committee correspondence. Abdullahi
says that working in Parliament has brought about several
changes. The biggest change, however, may be in the way MPs
and colleagues now perceive persons with disabilities.

Abdullahi Hassan Hussein works as
a committee clerk in the Upper
House.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

“Before, I thought a law could be
made easily, but now I understand
the stages of making a law, that it
is difficult, yet I better understand
the way to communicate with
persons who can help us. Now, I
can be a better advocate.”
— Abdullahi Hassan Hussein,
Secretary of Somali National
Disability Council and SSG Fellow

As persons with disabilities, “people look at us from far away,
we are viewed only as ‘charity’ but now… MPs realize I can
contribute, they now feel that persons with disabilities can
play a role… I am expected in committee meetings, in the
plenary…like anyone else.”
While the Upper House has a disability ramp that allows first
floor access, his SSG colleagues and parliament staff often
carry him in his wheel chair to second floor committee work
as well.
For Abdullahi, the SSG Fellows Program has been an
important learning experience. This community activist has
been working the rights of the disabled for more than ten
years. Using his experience in parliament can be leveraged to
better advocate for the needs of persons living with
disabilities in Somalia.
In the past year alone, Abdullahi and the Somali National
Disability Council have developed a disability rights agenda
that was promoted in a widely covered news conference.
They have testified at Parliament budget hearings, calling for
greater education and employment opportunities. They have
drafted a disability rights law, which they have presented to
the Minister of Women and Human Rights and have discussed
before the Upper House Human Rights Committee in a
parliament public hearing. They continue to work for basic
legal protections.
Going forward, with a recently earned MBA and the
knowledge and relationships gained as a fellow, Abdullahi will
continue advocating for Somalia’s disability community.
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Developing a “New Tradition” of Public Budget Hearings in
Somalia
SSG has worked closely
with House of the People
Budget and Finance
Committee to normalize
the process of holding
public hearings on the
national budget

Budget and Finance Committee
members listen to testimony during
Somalia’s second public budget
hearing.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

“You have our commitment to the
hearing process for the three
years remaining in our term. By
changing the rules, we hope to
make budget hearings mandatory
into the foreseeable future.”
—Hon. Abdullahi Mohamed Nur,
Secretary of the Budget and
Finance Committee, House of the
People

On December 2, 2017, the Somali House of the People’s
Budget and Finance Committee held its second-ever public
budget hearing, part of legislative process that culminated in a
national budget that was approved on time by both chambers
on December 31, 2017.
The first hearing, held just six months prior on a budget that
was seven months delayed, was a novel experience for most
parties involved. This time however, over 100 citizens,
members of Parliament (MPs), and government officials
listened and offered opinions on the 2018 budget.
Government officials advocated for the plan. Civil society
reminded MPs that the slice of the budget devoted to nonsecurity services was unacceptably low. Business leaders,
while saying they were ready to pay higher taxes for
improved service, reminded lawmakers that proposed
revenue increases were not reflected in an outdated revenue
law. Each group came armed with talking points and facts. The
dialogue was respectful but clear.
For committee staff, MPs, and many civil society leaders the
process was familiar. Along with this being the second
hearing, SSG has aided these groups by covering hearing
planning, budget analysis technical skills, helping committee
members shape pre-hearing written questions for the
minister, holding pre-hearing briefings, and providing a range
of logistical support. For government officials, who were
testifying for the first time and did not have a tradition of
answering questions from parliament on national television,
the setting was not normal and at first it was tense. However,
by the end, even government grew comfortable.
Televised nationally on two networks and recorded for online
review, the hearing had a feel of normalcy, in a country still
recovering from civil war, ongoing terrorist attacks, and
national drought.
As Somalia moves forward, budget transparency is slowly
becoming more accepted and demanded. Two years ago, a
public budget was deemed risky, but today it is normal. Last
summer, government officials did not testify. This time, they
participated fully.
The Chair of the Budget Committee, Hon. Ali Abdi Osman,
described the hearing’s importance for showing government
transparency and improving public understanding. He called
the budget hearing process “a new tradition.”
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In New Parliament, Committee Staff Play Increased Role in
Budget Analysis and Reporting
SSG has worked closely
with House of the People
Budget and Finance
Committee staff to help
them strengthen their
budget analysis and
reporting skills

As Somalia develops its capacity to meet citizen needs, deliver
on good governance principles, and build a prosperous nation,
a central component of this development is a viable and
accountable budget. As part of this initiative, the
Strengthening Somalia Governance (SSG) project has been
working with members of Parliament and staff from the
Budget and Finance Committee of the federal Parliament’s
House of the People. Once responsible for solely for note
taking and administrative tasks, committee staff have now
become deeply involved in providing basic budget analysis and
technical support to committee members, including, most
recently, analyzing the fiscal year (FY) 2018 federal budget.
Over the course of 18 months, committee staff participated in
intensive capacity building sessions under the SSG project.
Staff participated in hands-on trainings on the budget process,
Somalia’s fiscal legal framework, budget costing, budget
analysis, spreadsheets, the rules of procedure, public hearings,
report writing, and budget oversight.

Government officials and members
of civil society testify at the
December 2 FY2018 budget hearing.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

“…previously we required only
some clerical work [such] as
minute taking and some office
assistance…but now the
committee depends 100% on the
technical reports [the staff] have
prepared… [specifically the]
2018 budget analysis report.”
—Hon. Abdullahi Mohamed Nur,
Secretary of the Budget and
Finance Committee, House of the
People

At the same time, SSG facilitated engagement between
members of Parliament (MPs) and committee staff. As MPs
recognized the increased capacity of the committee staff, the
MPs expanded the staffs’ responsibilities, and increasingly
came to rely on staff support in budget analysis. The staffs’
recent contributions include budget analysis reports, the
FY2018 budget allocation change report, public financial
management bill analysis, closing of accounts reports, public
hearing reports to the plenary, and draft questions for MPs
for use in the FY2018 public budget hearing.
Most recently, the Committee MPs have benefitted from the
staff’s analysis of the FY2018 budget, where MPs from the
Budget and Finance Committee depending on the staff’s
analysis report to pose questions to the Minister of Finance
during a public hearing on the budget on December 2, 2017.
Maryan Mu’awie, a committee staff member spoke to the
staff’s increased responsibilities, stating, “Today we are able
to write reports…[to] submit to the committee and…the
committee use[s] our reports and analysis even in the normal
parliamentary question and answer sessions to provide the
lawmakers [with] a solid and authentic report analysis on
budget and finance.”
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Addressing Somalia’s Health Care System Through Parliamentary
Public Hearing Process
SSG helped to facilitate
parliament’s public
hearing on the recently
proposed health
profession bill through
targeted technical
support

Somalia is facing a range of health care issues, one of the most
pressing of which is the supply and quality of health care
professionals in the country.
In September 2017, the Federal Government of Somalia took
a first step to address this challenge by proposing legislation
to develop a certification framework for health care
professionals. As this topic is new in Somalia, the proposal
raised many questions from stakeholders in the government
and the public.
In an effort to increase transparency, encourage open debate,
and disseminate information regarding this important
legislation to the public, the Federal Parliament of Somalia’s
Social Service Committee partnered with the Strengthening
Somali Governance (SSG) project to organize a public hearing
to discuss the bill. Specifically, SSG’s support included;
•
•

Dr. Ali Basha Omar testifies to the
Social Services Committee during a
public hearing on the health care
profession bill.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

•

Holding member of Parliament orientations on the
role of committee public hearings and their benefit in
information gathering.
Developing parliamentary staff skills for bill analysis
and background issue information.
Organizing pre-hearing briefings for civil society to
review the proposed legislation, gain an understanding
of public hearings, and coach civil society
representatives to offer fact-based information.

On October 24, sixty-two people gathered for the public
hearing, including committee members, parliament staff,
government line ministries (health, education and justice),
health professional, lawyers, and civil society. The hearing was
met with positive feedback. Abdi Farah, a physician, stated
that the hearing “was a very good step for transparency,
allowing us to have a say on legislation that affects our
professional work.” Mohamed Osman, a medical lab
professional said, “initially I had concerns on certain articles in
the bill, but this public hearing eased them by allowing us to
raise our concerns here, otherwise it would be difficult to
know who to address and how.”
The hearing was covered by Somali national television, four
radio stations, and the Parliament communications staff, who
posted information on social media.
Going forward, SSG hopes to help the committee with the bill
analysis and amendment process prior to their final
presentation to the House of the People.
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Women’s Caucus of the Somali House of the People Holds First
Public Hearing on Gender Inclusivity
The hearing represents a
first step towards more
gender equitable and
inclusive legislation in
Somalia

On August 29, 2018, the Women’s Caucus of the Somali
House of the People held, in Mogadishu, the first public
hearing session on gender inclusive legislation. The purpose of
the hearing was to discuss the Education, Health and Civil
Servant bills, including their gender-specific pieces and where
they could become more inclusive. Members of Parliament
(MPs), women-led civil society organizations, gender equality
activists, and subject matter experts offered their testimony.
Hearing participants emphasized that gender inclusivity in
these three bills is critical to society and to ensuring that the
needs of all Somali citizens are considered and reflected in
legislation. Attendees discussed specific language in the three
bills where there is little to no inclusivity and how to address
this during the next stage of the legislative review process.

Members of the Women’s Caucus
engage with civil society in a public
hearing on gender inclusion in
legislation.
PHOTO: USAID/SSG

“[We] need you to share with
us your information, feedback,
ideas, and any suggestions to
incorporate into the bills before
they go back to the Parliament
to go through the second
reading.” Hon. Mina Hassan,
Chairperson of the House of
the People Women’s Caucus

There was widespread agreement of the critical importance
of incorporating more gender inclusive language into these
bills before they progress for final votes from Parliament.
Hearing participants urged the MPs to consult the public on
matters of gender inclusion before introducing or enacting
future legislation.
In the opening remarks, House of the People Women’s
Caucus Chair Hon. Mina Hassan emphasized that the aim of
the hearing is to receive insightful discussion, feedback and
suggestions regarding the bills. “The Women’s Caucus of the
House of the People of the Somali Federal Parliament aims to
promote gender inclusivity and to give special priority to women,
children, and the disabled. This hearing will not be the last because
these bills are very important for Somali society. This is an
opportunity before the Parliament votes on the bills, and we can
still incorporate your views and ideas,” she noted.
Prior to the hearing, the Strengthening Somali Governance
(SSG) project provided a briefing on public hearing guidelines
to the House of the People Women’s Caucus MPs. SSG also
provided the Women’s Caucus with logistical support during
the hearing preparation process.
The hearing was the first of its kind on gender-inclusive
legislation and was broadcast on Somali National Television
(SNTV) and live-streamed on social media channels.
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ANNEX E. STRENGTHENING SOMALI
GOVERNANCE (SSG) INTERIM FINAL
REPORT
See separate attachment.
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ANNEX F. SUMMARY OF ASSETS
PROVIDED TO GOVERNMENT
PARTNERS
See separate attachment.
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ANNEX G. FINAL PROJECT
DELIVERABLES
See separate attachment.
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